
What are you waiting for? Daily we wait. The average
person spends at least three years waiting before reaching
70 years old. What are we doing with that time?

I hurry. The world hurries. Do we want to wait on anything
anymore?

Daily we wait in traffic and grocery store lines; we wait for
previews in a movie (why are there so many of those, by the
way?). We also wait for babies to be born, flowers to bloom,
seasons to change, for relationships and love to deepen and
strengthen. What is the difference between waiting for things
that seem to waste our time and things that are the hand of
God? Is it all the hand of God? I wrestle with these questions.
Waiting is needed, is Biblical, is part of life.

Much of my life has been spent waiting – waiting on
dreams, waiting on career promotions, waiting on true, Godly
love, waiting on wounds to heal, waiting on God's purpose for
His Kingdom through me, even waiting for my wedding night
before having sex. The Holy Spirit has laid it on my heart to
write on waiting, on patience, on purity, on what to do with
ourselves as we wait for the triumphs of our lives. Within the
non-fiction pages lie authentic stories, revelations, “heavy
wait” questions and “Light wait” answers as we seek and wait
inwardly, outwardly, and upwardly. The wait is over. Join me
on the journey.

“For the revelation awaits an appointed time; it speaks of 
the end and will not prove false. Though it linger, wait for it; 

it will certainly come and will not delay.” –Habakkuk 2:3.
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“Sometimes
God has us
struggle alone,
waiting silently, 
so that we are
strengthened and
transformed even more
beautifully in His sight 
to FLY!!!.”

Wait.For. It.
Encouragement For ose Desiring
Some Dream, Someone,
Something, Some Day.
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